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Correctness Analysis and Power Optimization
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Abstract—Traditionally, we expect that circuit designs can be
executed without errors. However, for error resilient applications
such as image processing, 100% correctness is not necessary. By
pursuing less than 100% correctness, power consumption can be
significantly reduced. Recently, probabilistic CMOS and proba-
bilistic Boolean circuits (PBCs) have been proposed to deal with
power consumption issue. However, to the best of our knowledge,
no correctness analysis and power optimization algorithms have
been proposed for PBCs. Thus, in this paper, we first propose a
statistical approach for evaluating the correctness of PBCs. Then,
we propose strategies for power optimization of PBCs. Finally, we
integrate these strategies with the correctness analysis as a power
optimization algorithm for PBCs. The experimental results show
that the proposed correctness analysis method is highly efficient
and accurate, and that the power optimization algorithm saves
36% of total power-delay-product on average under a correct-
ness constraint of 90% on a set of International Workshop on
Logic and Synthesis (IWLS) 2005 benchmarks.

Index Terms—Analysis, logic synthesis, low-power design,
power optimization, synthesis for low power.

I. INTRODUCTION

DRIVEN by Moore’s law, MOSFET devices have scaled
into the nanometer regime. With faster clock frequen-

cies, VLSI designs containing these devices encounter certain
inevitable impediments such as high power consumption.
Therefore, in recent years, reducing power consumption has
become an important issue in VLSI designs.

To accommodate this power issue, at the system level, there
has been a design paradigm shift from a single high perfor-
mance processor to multiple moderate processors [22], [37].
At the device level, many new devices have been explored
and proposed to reduce the required energy [21], [29].
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The miniaturization of transistors means that circuit
designers must also deal with reliability issues. That is, noise,
process variation, and other device perturbations can affect the
behavior of transistors or even change logic gates from deter-
ministic to probabilistic. To deal with this probabilistic behav-
ior, an International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
report [19] has predicted that a design paradigm shift, from
deterministic to probabilistic, will be necessary. In other
words, the future chip design will correlate with certain prob-
abilistic behavior instead of correlating with specific metrics
of performance.

Although the behavior in probabilistic designs might be
erroneous, it is usable in error resilient applications. Error
resilient applications are generally divided into two categories.
The first one is algorithmic resilience to errors, such as in
machine learning [3] applications. These applications do not
require 100% precision in searching for or identifying objects
from a large volume of data. The other category is perceptual
resilience to errors, such as in audio and video applications.
These applications tolerate errors that are imperceptible by a
human being. For example, a peak-signal-to-noise-ratio that is
greater than 30 dB is acceptable in lossy images and video
compression [1].

Chakrapani et al. [8] and Palem et al. [28] revealed that if
100% correctness for the behavior of logic gates is not nec-
essary, the energy requirement can be significantly reduced.
Typically, the amount of energy reduction depends on the val-
ues of correctness probability p, as shown in Fig. 1 [12]. In
Fig. 1, we can see that a lower p requires less energy. Thus,
probabilistic Boolean circuits (PBCs), which contain prob-
abilistic logic gates, are a possible alternative to achieving
power minimization in designs [5], [9], [16], [23], [28].

References [6], [11], [12], and [23] demonstrated a method
for designing CMOS logic gates with probabilistic behavior,
named probabilistic CMOS or PCMOS, through voltage scal-
ing with noise interference. By treating probabilistic behavior
as a resource rather than an impediment, PCMOS approaches
can realize low-power designs.

For a PBC, its output is changed from logic 1 or 0 to the
probability of 1 or 0. Although the netlist in the PBC is still
the same as the original netlist, its functionality is changed due
to the probabilistic behavior of the gates. Therefore, when we
take advantage of the PBCs’ low-power feature, two issues
have to be addressed.

1) We have to examine whether the circuits’ behavior sig-
nificantly varies, or even exceeds correctness constraints
in the power optimization flow.

2) When designing PBCs for reducing power consump-
tion with respect to a given correctness constraint, we
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Fig. 1. Energy-probability model on a TSMC 0.25 μm inverter with standard
deviation (SD) of noise 0.4 V [12].

Fig. 2. Example of PBC with three probabilistic gates.

have to determine which gates should be replaced with
probabilistic ones.

A. Correctness Analysis

In Boolean logic, evaluating the output values of a Boolean
circuit under an input pattern is trivial due to determinism.
However, computing the output probability of 1 in a PBC
under an input pattern would be computation-intensive. This
is because the time complexity of its truth value evaluation is
exponential to the number of probabilistic gates in the circuit.
For example, as shown in Fig. 2, to compute the probabilis-
tic output value of a three-gate PBC, we have to consider
23 = 8 combinations of correct and incorrect assumptions to
these gates. Furthermore, to evaluate the correctness of the cir-
cuit, we have to consider all the input patterns. Thus, the time
complexity is O(2n+m) for acquiring the exact correctness of
a PBC, where n and m are the number of primary inputs (PIs)
and probabilistic gates, respectively.

Chakrapani [7] directly applied the probability values into
logic gates using the probabilistic Boolean logic (PBL) for-
mulas as shown in Fig. 3 for evaluating the output probability
of PBCs. However, this approach is inaccurate when the
circuits have many reconvergent-fan-out structures. This is
because the formulas in the PBL assume that their input
variables are signal-independent, while the inputs in the
reconvergent-fan-out structures are signal-correlated. Hence,
the PBL formulas are not applicable to PBCs that have many
reconvergent-fan-out structures. Additionally, this approach
still needs to explore 2n input patterns to evaluate the output
correctness of the whole circuit.

Thus, in this paper, we propose a correctness analysis
method that is efficient, accurate, and scalable. The method
exploits a statistical model for evaluating the correctness of
PBCs without involving overwhelming computations [2].

B. Power Optimization

For power optimization, since a probabilistic gate can help
save power, it is desirable to have a greater number of prob-
abilistic gates assigned in the PBC under the correctness
constraint. We observe that testability can be used to guide
this assignment. This is because a node with low testability
means that an error occurring on it cannot be observed at

Fig. 3. Formulas for probabilistic gate simulation.

primary outputs (POs) easily. Therefore, a low testability node
is a good candidate for having probabilistic behavior. However,
traditional testability analysis methods are unsuitable for direct
application due to their neglect of affected PO numbers. Thus,
in this paper, we also propose a PO-aware testability-based
replacement strategy to determine the replacement locations
under the correctness constraint.

Additionally, given two connected gates, we observed that
when the voltage domain of a driver-gate is far less than that
of a driven-gate, the driven-gate consumes a large amount of
leakage power. As a result, we also propose a level-up strategy
for reducing leakage power if the design allows multiple voltage
domains. Finally, we integrate the strategies and the correctness
analysis method into a power optimization algorithm.

We conduct the experiments on a set of IWLS 2005
benchmarks [36]. The SPICE model is Predictive Technology
Model (PTM) 45 nm [35]. We also utilize Synopsys
HSPICE [39] and Synopsys Liberty NCX [40] to realize cell
characterization, and use Synopsys Design Compiler (DC) [38]
to compute the delay and power information of the synthesized
PBCs. For the correctness analysis, the experimental results
show that the proposed approach has an average speedup of
more than two orders of magnitude compared to the pre-
vious approaches while having less than 0.0051 error. For
power optimization, the experimental results show that the
proposed power optimization algorithm gives a power-delay-
product (PDP) saving of 36% on average under a correctness
constraint of 90%.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Related Works

Utilizing error resilience characteristic of applications to
reduce the power consumption of a design has emerged as a
new research direction in logic synthesis. There are two major
classes in this research area. The first class focuses on function-
ally approximate circuit synthesis [18], [27], [30], [32], [33].
Gupta et al. [18] utilized approximate adders with reduced
complexity to design low-power architecture. Miao et al. [27]
and Shin and Gupta [30] proposed logic synthesis algorithms,
which reduced the circuit area subject to different error met-
rics. Different from these works, SALSA [32] constructed a
quality constraint circuit (QCC) to represent the target quality
(error metric), and utilized the idea of approximation do not
cares (ADCs) to simplify the approximate circuits based on
the QCC structure. With a larger design paradigm, a novel
substitute-and-simplify technique was proposed to synthesize
approximate circuits, and also extended the technique to quality
configurable circuits [33].

The other class is about PBC designs, which
utilize PCMOS to reduce power consumption of
designs [5], [9], [16], [23]. In [5] and [23], the concept
of probabilistic system-on-a-chip (PSoC) architecture was
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Fig. 4. (a) Inverter coupled with noise at its output. (b) Probability density
function of (a).

proposed to realize a low-power system. The proposed
PSoC contains a host processor and a co-processor, where
the co-processor is realized using PCMOS and plays a
role of energy-performance accelerator to compute the
probabilistic content of an algorithm or an application.
References [9] and [16] then focused on the realization of
probabilistic arithmetic blocks using PCMOS.

There are two major differences between approximate cir-
cuits and PBCs. From the viewpoint of the mechanism
of power reduction, approximate circuits reduce the power
consumption through circuit simplification. PBCs, however,
reduce the power by replacing some conventional CMOS
devices with low-power PCMOS ones. From the viewpoint
of circuit behavior under input patterns, the approximate cir-
cuits behave the same as the original circuit under most of the
input patterns, but behave differently under a few input pat-
terns due to circuit approximation. In contrast, PBCs have a
small probability to behave differently for every input pattern.

This paper belongs to the class of PBC designs. Although
the power benefits of PBCs have been demonstrated in the
prior works, those PBCs were only realized in specific archi-
tecture or small arithmetic blocks.

B. PCMOS

To achieve reliable devices, traditional CMOS technology
adopts a high enough voltage to avoid noise interference at the
output. However, as device size keeps shrinking, the impact of
noise rises and the device would more likely have probabilistic
behavior if the voltage is not high enough.

In recent years, with the design paradigm shift from
deterministic to probabilistic, researchers have introduced a
PCMOS technology to achieve low-power devices through
scaling down the supply voltage and viewing noise as a
resource on CMOS [12], [28]. The energy consumption and
the behavior of the PCMOS are determined by the supply volt-
age and the noise model. Lowering supply voltage reduces
the energy consumption but also decreases the correctness
probability due to noise interference [12]. Therefore, design-
ers determine the supply voltage of PCMOS according to the
tradeoff between energy saving and correctness suffering.

Fig. 4(a) shows a PCMOS inverter that is modeled as an
inverter coupled with noise at its output [12], [23]. The prob-
ability density function of this PCMOS is shown in Fig. 4(b)
represented as Gaussian distribution. In Fig. 4(b), σ , Vdd, and
Vm represent the SD of noise, supply voltage, and voltage that
can distinguish 1 from 0, respectively. The shaded region in
Fig. 4(b) stands for the probability of error per switching step.
If we lower the Vdd, the probability of error per switching step
will increase. The relationship between noise and voltage is

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Voltage, Vm, and probability relationship with respect to SD of noise =
0.22 V ∼ 0.18 V. (a) Inverter gate (INV). (b) Two-input NAND gate (NAND2).

important in PCMOS technology because it directly influences
the correctness probability in PCMOS.

Cheemalavagu et al. [12] and Korkmaz et al. [23] con-
cluded that the enclosed area of Fig. 4(b), which represents
the correctness probability, can be expressed as

p = 1

4
+ 1

4
erf

(
Vm√
2σ

)
+ 1

4
+ 1

4
erf

(
Vdd − Vm√

2σ

)
(1)

where erf is the error function [31]. For an ideal symmet-
ric inverter, i.e., Vm = Vdd/2, the energy consumption per
switching step can be expressed as follows:

E = 4Cσ 2
[
erf−1(2p − 1)

]2
. (2)

Equation (2) describes the relationship between the cor-
rectness probability p and the energy E given the load
capacitance C of the inverter and the SD of noise σ . Fig. 1 also
shows this relationship, in which the required energy is dras-
tically reduced when lowering the correctness probability in
PCMOS [12], [23]. Although this amount of reduction is only
for dynamic energy and does not consider leakage energy, it
still highlights the potential for minimizing energy by using
probabilistic gates in a design.

However, in practice, we usually determine the voltages, but
not the probabilities for the gates in a design. Thus, accord-
ing to the cell property of PTM 45 nm SPICE model and (1),
we can derive the Vm and probabilities of gates under dif-
ferent supply voltages and SDs of the noise. The results for
an inverter and a NAND2, are shown in Fig. 5, where 1.1 V
is the nominal voltage for this technology [35]. For example,
the Vm of NAND2 with supply voltage 1.0 V is 0.465, and the
probability of this NAND2 with 0.20 V SD of noise is 0.993.

References [9] and [16] showed that multiple supply volt-
ages are allowed in a circuit. The available voltage domains
and possible SDs of noise, which are user-defined parame-
ters in the proposed approaches, influence the probabilities
of gates. For ease of discussion, in this paper, we assume
that four voltage domains are available: 1) 1.1 V; 2) 1.0 V;
3) 0.9 V; and 4) 0.8 V. We also assume that the SD of noise
is 0.20 V, which corresponds to proper probabilities among
different voltage domains of gates, as shown in Fig. 5.

C. PBL

PBL is a logic that focuses on studying the behavior of the
primitive operations, e.g., AND, with a correctness probabil-
ity p, which indicates the probability of evaluating the correct
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(b)(a)

Fig. 6. (a) Probabilistic formula and the corresponding probabilistic gate.
(b) Truth table of the probabilistic gate of (a).

value of this operation [6]. A conventional logic operation can
be regarded as a probabilistic operation with p = 1. Fig. 6(a)
shows an example of a probabilistic formula and its probabilis-
tic gate. This formula is an AND operation with a probability
parameter p, denoted as ∧p. Fig. 6(b) lists the probability of
the truth values of the formula under each input pattern. Since
p is the probability of evaluating the correct value, the output
F of the AND gate has a probability p of 1 under the input
pattern ab = 11 and has a probability (1 − p) of 1 under the
other patterns.

D. Definitions of Correctness

We first define the correctness of an output under an input
pattern. If the golden output value under an input pattern i
is 1, the correctness ci is defined as

ci = P1 × 100% (3)

where P1 represents the output probability of 1 under the input
pattern. If the golden output value under an input pattern is 0,
the correctness is defined as follows:

ci = (1 − P1) × 100%. (4)

The correctness for a PO j under all input patterns, Corrj,
is defined as

Corrj = 1

2|PI|
2|PI|∑
i=1

ci (5)

which is the average correctness among all input patterns.
In this paper, we discuss two correctness constraints. One

is the minimum correctness (Cmin) constraint, defined as

Cmin = min{Corri, i = 1, 2, . . . , |PO|} (6)

where min represents the minimum operator, and |PO| repre-
sents the total number of POs. The other one is the average
correctness (Cavg) constraint, defined as follows:

Cavg =

|PO|∑
i=1

Corri

|PO| . (7)

III. CORRECTNESS ANALYSIS

In this section, we first review the naive approaches,
and then present our statistical approach to evaluating the
correctness of PBCs.

Problem Formulation 1: Given a PBC, report Cmin and Cavg
of the PBC.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Example for the exact method under input abc = 011. (a) PBC.
(b) Truth table of (a).

Fig. 8. Example for formula-based method.

A. Naive Approaches

In this subsection. we introduce the exact method and the
formula-based method to evaluate the output correctness.

1) Exact Method: For an input pattern, the exact method
first considers the combinations of correct and incorrect con-
ditions to all the gates, and calculates the probability of each
combination. Then, the input pattern is coupled with the corre-
sponding combination. For example, in Fig. 7(a), we evaluate
the correctness of a PBC at the output F under abc = 011.
It first calculates the probability of each combination of cor-
rectness to gates, as shown in Fig. 7(b), e.g., the probability
that all gates are correct is 0.9 × 0.8 × 0.7 = 0.504. After
coupling the circuit with abc = 011, we can obtain the truth
value of F under each combination, represented as Fi for the
combination i. For example, FCCC = 1 when all gates are
correct (C); FCCI = 0 when X, Y are correct (C), but Z is
incorrect (I). Then, the probability of 1 at F under abc = 011
can be evaluated as

∑2|gate|
i=1 Probi × Fi = 0.588. By (3), c011

is 0.588 × 100% = 58.8%.
Using this method, the correctness at the output under one

input pattern can be obtained. However, the method is imprac-
tical when the number of probabilistic gates is enormous.
To evaluate the output correctness under all input patterns,
the method has to be repeated for 2|PI| runs exhaustively.
Therefore, this method requires exponential complexity in
computation.

2) Formula-Based Method: Another method for evaluating
the correctness is to apply logic values to the PBCs directly
under an input pattern. Fig. 3 lists the formulas for the proba-
bilistic gates. For example, if p = 0.9 and the input a = 1, the
output probability of 1 for an INV, i.e., P1 at F of the INV, is
0.9 × (1 − 1) + (1 − 0.9) × 1 = 0.1. Then, by (4), the output
correctness c011 is (1 − 0.1) × 100% = 90%.

In Fig. 8, we can obtain the output correctness c011
according to the probabilistic formulas. However, this c011
is not equal to that in Fig. 7(a). This is because the prob-
abilistic formulas assume that the fan-in signals are inde-
pendent, and they fail to deal with the circuits that have
reconvergent-fan-outs [13], [24]. For example in Fig. 8, the
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Fig. 9. RPG scheme of the proposed approach.

fan-in signals of gate Z are not independent since they can be
traced back to the common gate X. The exact method does
not have this issue because it uses logic simulation rather
than arithmetic calculation. In summary, the formula-based
method has a fast calculation process due to one pass cal-
culation. However, inaccuracy is its major drawback, and this
inaccuracy cannot be controlled.

Like the exact method, when considering all input patterns,
this method can be repeated for 2|PI| runs exhaustively for
getting the Corrj of the output j. Obviously, the complexity
also grows exponentially.

As a result, to tackle the practicability and accuracy issues
simultaneously, we propose a statistical approach, which can
deal with large general PBCs.

B. Proposed Approach

In practice, it is not necessary to compute the correct-
ness exactly. An estimate suffices if the estimation error can
be bounded. That is, if we can confine the error within an
error resilient range, the approximate results are still accept-
able. Thus, we propose a statistical approach—Monte Carlo
approach, which both overcomes the problem of high time
complexity, and also has controllable accuracy. Although the
Monte Carlo method is not a novel approach, and has been
used in many different studies, this paper customizes this
approach to our problem and justifies its effectiveness.

The Monte Carlo approach consists of four parts, which will
be elaborated in the following subsections.

1) Random Pattern Generation (RPG): RPG is performed
to generate samples for simulation. Here, we generate a “super
pattern,” consisting of one input-sample and one gate-sample.
An input-sample is composed of “1” and “0” logic values
assigned in the PIs. A gate-sample is composed of “C” and
“I,” where C represents a probabilistic gate performed cor-
rectly and I represents one performed incorrectly. Thus, we
can use logic simulation to obtain the sampling result of a
super pattern. During simulation, the RPG in Fig. 9 will gen-
erate a super pattern according to the probability distributions
of PIs and gates where the PI probability is determined accord-
ing to the given input statistics (IS), and the gate probability is
determined by designers. In this paper, for simplification, the
probability for each PI is assigned as 0.5. Note that the prob-
ability distributions of PIs can be extended to any application
specific IS.

Fig. 10. q-q plots of some circuits with different percentages of
probabilistic gates in different supply voltages. (a) apex7_50%_0.8 V.
(b) C1355_75%_0.8 V. (c) C1355_100%_0.9 V.

2) Sampling Rule: Each sampling will return a result
according to the sampling rule. In this problem, we first obtain
the output of logic simulation according to the input pattern
and the gate behavior. If the simulation result is the same as the
correct value, the comparison result is “totally correct” (TC);
otherwise, it is “totally incorrect” (TI). Fig. 9 shows examples
of judging TC or TI. After a random pattern simulation trial,
we count the number of TCs at the POs, and the correctness of
the jth PO for the ith sampling, SampleCorr(i)j , is calculated as

SampleCorr(i)j = |TC|
|ParaPatt| × 100% (8)

where |TC| is the number of TC at the jth PO, and |ParaPatt|
is the number of random parallel patterns for collecting a
sampling result. In this paper, 128-bit parallel simulation is
adopted, i.e., |ParaPatt| = 128. The comparison result, i.e.,
TC or TI, is a binary random variable for a SampleCorr(i)j .

3) Scoring: The next important issue that we have to deal
with is calculating the sufficient number of samplings for
obtaining an accurate enough result of Corri, which relates
to the applied statistical model. Note that in the calculation
of Corri, SampleCorr(i)j is a real-valued random variable and
∈ [0%, 100%]. In (6) and (7), we assume that the sampling
distribution is normal since it utilizes the linearity property. To
validate this, a statistical plot, q-q plot [25], is used to draw
figures for some circuits. From statistics, the sampling data
will form the normal-distribution if and only if the ith quan-
tile of the sampling data and the ith quantile of the standard
normal-distribution have a linear relationship [25]. Hence, we
plot the figure that shows the quantiles of the sampling data
and the standard normal-distribution, called normal q-q plot,
and see if the result behaves like a straight line.

Fig. 10(a)–(c) show the results of q-q plotting for some
circuits. Since the data behave like a straight line, the samples
generated by our approach are considered normal-distribution.

In our approach, t-distribution [15], [20], [26] statisti-
cal model is adopted to deal with the error estimation.
t-distribution is used for estimating the mean of a normally
distributed population in situations where the sample size is
small and the SD is unknown. If the number of samplings
is sufficient, applying the t-distribution model will produce
an approximate but fairly accurate result from averaging the
sampling results. Corrj is approximated as

̂Corrj =

|Sampling|∑
i=1

SampleCorr(i)j

|Sampling| (9)

where |Sampling| is the total number of samplings.
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Fig. 11. Flow of the proposed approach.

4) Error Estimation: We also use the confidence interval
in statistics to estimate the sampling error (ER) of the correct-
ness. The confidence interval is a statistical measure indicating
the percentage of the expected results that falls within a spec-
ified range. Assume that we perform N samplings for a PO.
We can compute the sample SD, denoted as SD, of these
samplings. Given the confidence level α of the predefined con-
fidence interval, (1 − α) × 100% is the confidence interval.
Then we look the value tα/2 up in the t-distribution table with
(N − 1) degrees of freedom.

Thus, the ER of the output correctness is expressed as

ER = t α
2

× SD√
N

. (10)

In (10) [26], ER decreases as the sampling number N
increases. Thus, given a desired ER ε, we keep sampling until
the termination condition is reached. The termination condition
is expressed as follows:

t α
2

× SD√
N

< ε. (11)

Checking whether the correctnesses of all the POs meet the
termination condition is time-consuming. Hence, we heuristi-
cally select �5 + 0.1 × |PO|� POs whose SDs are the highest
among all the POs as the check points after simulating n0 ini-
tial patterns. When the selected check points satisfy (11), we
terminate the simulation.

5) Overall Flow: Since the proposed approach uses con-
fidence level α, ER ε, and n0 to control the accuracy and
efficiency, and uses IS to determine the probability distribu-
tion for PIs, the formulation of correctness analysis in PBCs
is slightly modified as follows.

Problem Formulation 2: Given a PBC with IS, confidence
level α, ER ε, and n0, report Cmin and Cavg of the PBC.

The flow of the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 11.
Given confidence level α, ER ε, the number of initial pat-
terns n0, and IS, the approach generates super patterns for
simulating the given PBC. After simulating n0 super patterns,
the check points are determined. If a check point has met the
termination condition, we proceed to the next one. When all
the check points have reached the termination condition, we
collect the results and report Cmin and Cavg of the PBC.

(a) (b)

Fig. 12. Variation of Cavg with respect to the ratio of probabilistic gates.
(a) Random and (b) naive replacement.

IV. POWER OPTIMIZATION

The major motivation of adopting PBC as a design alterna-
tive is the advantage of low-power consumption in operation.
Therefore, in this section, we discuss the power consumption
issue of PBCs and propose algorithms for power optimization
under the correctness constraint.

The amount of power reduction in PBCs strongly depends
on both the number and the probability values of proba-
bilistic gates in the circuits. Intuitively, replacing more gates
with probabilistic ones and adopting lower probability val-
ues reduce more power. However, the correctness constraint
has to be taken into account when minimizing power con-
sumption. Additionally, the locations of probabilistic gates
significantly influence the number of probabilistic gates that
can be assigned. Thus, an approach for determining the
locations of probabilistic gates in PBCs is crucial.

For ease of discussion, we first assume that a library of
probabilistic gates with the same probability value are avail-
able to realize a PBC. Note that a probability value represents
a corresponding supply voltage in a probabilistic gate. Thus,
two voltage domains are used in this PBC, one for general
logic gates, and the other for probabilistic gates. The problem
formulation of power optimization in PBCs is as follows.

Problem Formulation 3: Given a Boolean circuit and a
library of probabilistic gates with the same probability value,
determining the locations of probabilistic gates such that the
power consumption of the corresponding PBC is minimized
under the Cmin and Cavg constraints.

A. Naive Replacement Strategy

As mentioned, to achieve power minimization in PBCs,
more gates replaced by probabilistic gates are desired. A naive
approach is to replace the gates according to their levels, from
the PIs to the POs of the circuit. We call this approach a naive
replacement strategy. The intuition behind this strategy is that
the error effect caused by these probabilistic gates that are
located near the PIs would be relatively hard-to-detect at the
POs. This is because these error effects are likely blocked dur-
ing the long propagation to the POs. Hence, the correctness
of the whole PBC would be less suffered when applying this
approach. The advantage of this strategy is its efficiency.

Fig. 12 shows the Cavg of some benchmarks with respect to
the ratio of assigned probabilistic gates using different replace-
ment strategies. For each benchmark, the experiments were
conducted under three voltage domains, i.e., 1.0 V, 0.9 V, and
0.8 V, for probabilistic gates. Fig. 12(a) shows the results from
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using a random replacement strategy, and Fig. 12(b) shows
the results from using the naive replacement strategy. From
Fig. 12, we can see that the correctness at the beginning
(0% of probabilistic gates) and at the end (100% of prob-
abilistic gates) are the same for each voltage domain from
using these two strategies. However, with the random strat-
egy, Fig. 12(a) shows that correctness consistently decreases
when the ratio of probabilistic gates in a PBC increases. On
the other hand, with the naive replacement strategy, Fig. 12(b)
shows that the correctness remains stable when the first 50%
of gates are replaced with probabilistic gates. Thus, when a
correctness constraint is specified, say 95%, the naive replace-
ment strategy can accommodate more probabilistic gates and,
accordingly, save more power.

B. PO-Aware Testability-Based Replacement Strategy

Testability of a node in a Boolean circuit measures
the difficulty of simultaneously setting a value to a node
from the PIs and observing the node value change in the
POs [4], [10], [14], [17]. In PBCs, since we can consider the
erroneous behavior caused by a probabilistic gate as a fault,
the testability of nodes can be used as a guide to determine
the locations of probabilistic gates. That is, the gates with
lower testability are preferred for probabilistic gate replace-
ment. This observation is similar to the observation mentioned
in SALSA [32]. The difference between SALSA and our
approach is that SALSA simplifies the approximate circuit by
the aid of ADCs based on the QCC structure, and our approach
adopts a greedy algorithm to determine the locations of prob-
abilistic gate replacement directly on the circuit. We call this
approach the testability-based replacement strategy. We reim-
plement a testability algorithm proposed in [14], and use it as
a guide to determine locations of the probabilistic gates.

In the conventional testability analysis just discussed, how-
ever, designers do not care about the number of POs influ-
enced. Designers only care about whether the fault effect can
be propagated to the POs. In fact, from the viewpoint of
correctness, when the number of influenced POs is larger,
the correctness suffers more. Thus, we propose a PO-aware
testability-based replacement strategy, which takes the num-
ber of influenced POs into account when analyzing testability.
We skip the detailed algorithm here since it is an extension of
conventional testability analysis [14], [17]. In brief, we extend
the number of criticality vectors at each signal wire to the
number of POs, i.e., each criticality vector records the num-
ber of detectable faults corresponding to a certain PO, in the
proposed approach. The experimental results of this strategy
will be shown in Section V-B.

Fig. 13 shows the synthesis flow of PBCs, which com-
bines the PO-aware testability-based replacement strategy with
the correctness analysis in Section III-B under two voltage
domains. In the flow, given a Boolean logic circuit with IS, a
voltage domain for probabilistic gates Vp, the SD of noise σ ,
Cmin or Cavg constraint corr_con, confidence level α, ER ε,
and n0, we first calculate the PO-aware testability of each gate.
After sorting the gates according to their PO-aware testability
values in an ascending order, we replace the logic gates with
probabilistic ones in this order. When replacing, we use binary
search to determine the number of probabilistic gates that can
be assigned under the correctness constraint. After creating the
PBC, we utilize DC [38] with a recharacterized cell library to

Fig. 13. Flow chart of the proposed PO-aware testability-based replacement
strategy.

report timing information of the synthesized PBC. The timing
information then is used to compute the power information by
using DC. Finally, we compare the power and timing of the
derived PBC to that of the original circuit.

Since lowering the voltage of a gate will increase gate delay,
we also developed a simple timing-aware replacement method
based on the PO-aware testability-based replacement strategy
to minimize the delay in PBCs for timing-critical designs. This
timing-aware replacement method was modified from the orig-
inal algorithm by checking whether the circuit delay of the
PBC became worse after the replacement. If so, we restore the
replacement and select the next gate in the replacement order.
For simplification, we adopt an approximate timing analysis.
The circuit delay was analyzed by topologically computing the
arrival time of the gates. The gate delay was obtained from
a look-up table that considers the output loading and voltage.
The final circuit delay is calculated by DC.

C. Level-Up Replacement Strategy

We observe that if the voltage domain of a driver-gate is
smaller than the driven-gate, the driven-gate will suffer larger
leakage power though the driver-gate saves some dynamic
power. For example, Fig. 14(a) and (b) shows an inverter chain
and power report under a single voltage domain. Fig. 14(c)
shows a PBC that replaces gate g1 in Fig. 14(a) with a
probabilistic gate using 0.8 V voltage. According to HSPICE
simulation, the dynamic power of gate g1 under the fre-
quency of 500 MHz is reduced from 1.6010 to 0.8977 u watts.
However, the leakage power of gate g2 is increased from
0.0005 to 2.0686 u watts. Based on this observation, the
increased leakage power may compromise total power reduc-
tion. In this example, the total power is even increased. Thus,
replacing a gate with a lower-voltage gate does not always
save power.

In fact, since the locations of probabilistic gates are deter-
mined according to the PO-aware testability-based order, the
voltage domains of two connected gates are frequently dif-
ferent. Thus, two experiments are conducted to observe the
leakage power suffered by a driven-gate when two connected
gates have different voltage domains.
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

Fig. 14. (a) Inverter chain. (b) Power report of (a) under a voltage domain.
(c) Power report of (a) after replacing g1 with a probabilistic gate. The
power profile of (a) with respect to different voltage domains of a driver-gate.
(d) Leakage power profile in g2. (e) Total power profile. The power profile
of (a) with respect to different voltage domains of a driven-gate. (f) Leakage
power profile in g2. (g) Total power profile.

Fig. 14(d) and (e) shows the power profiles of Fig. 14(a),
in which the voltage domain of g2 stays at 1.1 V, with respect
to different voltage domains of the driver-gate g1 under the
frequency of 500 MHz. Fig. 14(d) and (e) shows the leak-
age power profile in g2 and the total power profile of this
inverter chain, respectively, with respect to different voltage
domains in g1. We can see that when the voltage domain of
g1 is decreased to around 0.9 V, the leakage power of g2 starts
to increase, and total power consumption also increases. We
suggest that the voltage difference between a lower-voltage
driver-gate and a higher-voltage driven-gate should be less
than or equal to 0.1 V to minimize the leakage power of the
driven-gate.

On the other hand, Fig. 14(f) and (g) shows the power pro-
files of Fig. 14(a), in which the voltage domain of g1 stays at
1.1 V, with respect to different voltage domains of the driven-
gate g2 under the frequency of 500 MHz. Fig. 14(f) and (g)
show the leakage power profile in g2 and the total power pro-
file of this inverter chain, respectively, with respect to different
voltage domains in g2. We can see that although the volt-
age domain change in g2 influences the leakage power of g2
slightly, it does not increase the total power. Therefore, we
do not need to deal with the voltage difference between a
higher-voltage driver-gate and a lower-voltage driven-gate.

We also conducted experiments on PTM 32 nm, 65 nm, and
90 nm SPICE models, and obtained the similar observation.
Based on this observation, we propose a level-up replacement
strategy to make the power reduction possible if more than
two voltage domains are available in PBCs. The main idea
of the level-up replacement strategy is to maximize dynamic
power saving with the PO-aware testability-based strategy
while minimizing leakage power by decreasing the voltage
difference between two connected gates where the driver-gate
is in a lower voltage domain. This circuit structure is called
the “level-up” structure.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 15. (a) Four-gate inverter chain. (b) Power report of the inverter
chain with Vdd = 1.1 V. (c) Power report after the replacement with 0.8 V
probabilistic gates. (d) Power report after the level-up replacement.

We use an example to introduce the level-up structure. In
Fig. 15, the available voltage domains are {0.8 V, 0.9 V, 1.0 V,
1.1 V (nominal voltage)}, and the frequency is 500 MHz.
Fig. 15(a) and (b) shows an inverter chain and power infor-
mation with Vdd = 1.1 V. In Fig. 15(c), the inverter chain is
composed of three probabilistic inverters with Vdd = 0.8 V fol-
lowed by a normal inverter g4 with Vdd = 1.1 V. Although the
dynamic power and leakage power of g1 ∼ g3 are significantly
reduced by probabilistic gate replacement, the leakage power
of g4 is drastically increased from 0.0016 to 2.0630 u watts
according to the HSPICE simulation. However, if we modify
the inverter chain with a level-up structure such as the one
shown in Fig. 15(d), i.e., 0.8 V → 0.9 V → 1.0 V → 1.1 V,
its total power is less than that of Fig. 15(c).

Given a correctness constraint and a set of available voltage
domains, it is not straightforward to assign the lowest voltage
to probabilistic gates for maximally reducing dynamic power.
This is because using the lowest voltage domain for proba-
bilistic gates might decrease the number of probabilistic gates
that can be assigned in a circuit within a correctness constraint.
Therefore, prior to embedding the level-up structures into the
circuit, we first conduct the flow shown in Fig. 13 for each
available voltage domain. For these voltage domains, we select
the one that has the smallest switching energy consumption.
The switching energy is calculated as (dynamic power × cir-
cuit delay). Rather than dynamic power, the switching energy
is used in the measurement since the dynamic power is affected
by the frequency, which is determined by the circuit delay. We
name this selected voltage domain the desired voltage domain
of the circuit. Next, we replace the logic gates with the prob-
abilistic gates using the desired voltage domain according to
the PO-aware testability-based order. When replacing a gate,
we also change the voltage domains of the gates in the fan-out
cone of the probabilistic gates using higher voltage domains
to construct the level-up structures.

We define two terms, voltage level and voltage level dis-
tance, for explaining the level-up structure construction.

Definition 1: Given a set of available voltage domains
sorted in the ascending order {v1, v2, . . . , vi, vi+1, . . . , vnom},
where v1 is the lowest voltage and vnom is the largest voltage or
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Fig. 16. Algorithm for constructing the level-up structures.

Fig. 17. Subfunction of Recursive_Replace() in the algorithm for constructing
the level-up structures.

Fig. 18. Possible voltage domain distribution of a PBC with level-up struc-
tures, where the available voltage domains are v0 < v1 (desired voltage
domain) < v2 < v3 < v4 (nominal voltage domain).

the nominal voltage, the voltage level of a gate with the volt-
age domain vi is i. The voltage level distance between gate ga
and gate gb (voltage_level_distance (ga, gb)) is (j − i), where
i and j are the voltage levels of gate ga and gb, respectively.

Figs. 16 and 17 show the algorithms for constructing the
level-up structures. After a gate gt is replaced with a prob-
abilistic gate with the desired voltage domain vi, we check
whether the voltage level distance from gt to its fan-out gate
fanouti exceeds 1. If so, we replace the fan-out gate fanouti
with a probabilistic gate with vk = vi+1. Then, we recursively
check and replace the fan-out gates of fanouti until vk reaches
vnom. This algorithm can ensure that the voltage difference is
minimized between two connected gates where the driver-gate
is in a lower voltage domain.

Fig. 18 shows a figure that depicts a possible voltage domain
distribution resulting from the algorithms in Figs. 16 and 17.
In Fig. 18, we assume that the available voltage domains
are v0 < v1 < v2 < v3 < v4 and also assume that the desired
voltage domain of the circuit is v1 and the nominal voltage
domain is v4. We can see that v0 does not appear in Fig. 18
even though it is the lowest voltage domain. This is because
assigning v1 causes the smallest switching energy consump-
tion. Also, we can see many level-up structures in the circuit,
e.g., v1 → v2 → v3 → v4 between v1 and v4. However,
the high to low situations such as v4 → v1 or v3 → v1 are
still allowed in our approach since they do not affect power
consumption significantly, as shown in Fig. 14(f) and (g).

Fig. 19. Overall flow for power optimization of PBCs.

Note that the optimization flow of level-up replacement
strategy is almost the same as the flow in Fig. 13. The
only difference is that the level-up replacement algorithms
in Figs. 16 and 17 are applied after a gate is replaced with
a probabilistic gate in the PO-aware testability-based order.
As a result, the synthesized PBC is still ensured to meet the
correctness constraint based on the flow.

D. Overall Flow of Power Optimization

Although the level-up replacement strategy can reduce the
leakage power suffered by a circuit, it saves less dynamic
power than the PO-aware testability-based replacement with
two voltage domains saves. Therefore, it is difficult to predict
which approach saves much more total power. As a result, in
the power optimization flow, we calculate the power informa-
tion of PBCs from these two strategies, and report the PBC
that has a smaller power consumption.

The overall flow for power optimization is shown in Fig. 19.
We first determine the desired voltage domain by running the
PO-aware testability-based replacement flow shown in Fig. 13
for each available voltage domain except for the nominal volt-
age domain. If only two voltage domains are available, the
desired voltage domain is definitely the lower one because the
higher one is the nominal voltage domain. In this case, we
directly output the PBC and corresponding information as the
final result. If more than two voltage domains are available,
we keep the results from the PO-aware testability-based strat-
egy with the desired voltage domain and the nominal voltage
domain. Next, the level-up replacement is conducted based
on the desired voltage domain. Finally, we compare the total
power of the PBC by the level-up replacement strategy to that
by the PO-aware testability-based strategy with two voltage
domains, and then output the best PBC and corresponding
power information.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented the proposed algorithms in C++ language.
The experiments were conducted over a set of IWLS 2005
benchmarks [36] on a 3.0 GHz Linux platform. These bench-
marks were originally in .blif format, and they were trans-
formed into the circuits that consisted only of two primitive
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TABLE I
CORRECTNESS DIFFERENCE (CD) BETWEEN

THE EXACT AND OUR APPROACH

gates—NAND2 and INV. This is because cell recharacter-
ization efforts will increase if more cells are available in
the library. In this paper, we only recharacterized these two
gates for demonstrating a preliminary implementation. The
used SPICE model was from PTM 45 nm model [35], and
only size 1 cells, i.e., INV_X1 and NAND2_X1, were con-
sidered in the experiments. In the experiments, we assumed
that four voltage domains {0.8 V, 0.9 V, 1.0 V, 1.1 V} are
available, where 1.1 V is the nominal voltage domain for
this technology [35]. Since having multiple voltage domains,
cells with different combinations of power domains in one cell
itself and its fan-in cells were recharacterized using Synopsys
Liberty NCX [40] and HSPICE simulator [39]. With the four
available voltage domains for an INV gate, we recharacterized
4×4 = 16 INV cells with respect to different fan-in cell volt-
age domains. Similarly, for a NAND2 gate, since it has two
fan-ins, 4 × 4 × 4 = 64 NAND2 cells were recharacterized.
Finally, Synopsys DC [38] was used to replace the gates in
PBCs with the recharacterized cells and report the power and
timing information.

Three sets of experimental results are shown in this sec-
tion. The first subsection shows the efficiency and accuracy
of the proposed correctness analysis method. The second one
compares the switching energy among different replacement
strategies for probabilistic gates under two voltage domains.
The final subsection shows the effectiveness of the level-up
replacement strategy.

A. Correctness Analysis

In this subsection, two experiments were conducted. The
first one shows the accuracy of Monte Carlo simulation
when the number of random patterns increases from 128 to
12 800 000. Since a 128-bit parallel simulator was used in our
Monte Carlo simulation, we set the number of random pat-
terns as a multiple of 128. In the first experiment, we set the
parameters of ε = 0.01 and α = 0.001. The initial sampling
number n0 is 6400, and the voltage of probabilistic gates was
set to 0.8 V. The percentage of probabilistic gates was 25% of
the total gate count of a circuit such that the golden result of
the exact approach can be obtained under this setting within
a time limit.

Table I summarizes the results of the first experiment.
Column 1 lists the number of random patterns in the Monte
Carlo simulation. Columns 2-4 list the maximum CD among
all the POs compared to the golden result under different
random patterns for three selected circuits.

According to Table I, we can find that the Monte Carlo
simulation is more accurate when the number of random pat-
terns is large enough. Since the exact method costs enormous

CPU time to compute the golden result, for experimental pur-
poses, we considered the result of the Monte Carlo simulation
with 12 800 000 random patterns as the “golden result” in the
succeeding experiments.

The second experiment shows the CD and the CPU time
of different approaches when considering all input patterns.
Since the computation time of the formula-based method
grows exponentially with the number of PIs, exhaustive simu-
lation is applied when the number of PIs is less than or equal
to 21. Otherwise, we simulate 221 = 2 097 152 patterns to
approximate the result.

Table II summarizes the results of the second experiment.
Columns 1-3 list the circuit information. Column 4 lists the
CPU time for calculating the “golden result.” Columns 5–7
list the CPU time, its maximum CD among all the POs, and
the pattern number in the approximate formula-based method.
Columns 8–10 show the results of our approach. The last two
columns list our speedup over the other two approaches.

According to Table II, the golden result method costs much
more time than the others. From an accuracy perspective, our
approach has an averaged CD of 0.0051 for all the bench-
marks. The approximate formula-based method results in a
CD about one order of magnitude larger on average than
ours. Also, our approach has averaged speedups of 1140
and 752 times compared to the golden result method and
the approximate formula-based method, respectively. Since
the exact method costs even more time than the golden
result method, we can see that our approach is a promis-
ing alternative to trade a little correctness for large savings
in CPU time.

B. PO-Aware Testability-Based Replacement Strategy

In this subsection, we conducted four experiments that show
the trends in PBCs from the aspects of energy and correctness.
Note that in this subsection, we first discuss the reduction in
switching energy in PBCs. The issue of leakage energy will
be discussed in the next subsection.

In the first experiment, the proposed PO-aware testability-
based replacement strategy was applied to replace general
logic gates with probabilistic ones to form PBCs. Fig. 20
shows the results demonstrating the ratio of consumed switch-
ing energy of PBCs with respect to the switching energy of the
original circuits under the Cavg constraint for the benchmarks
alu4 and dalu. Hundred percent of the correctness means that
no gate was replaced, and 100% of the ratio of switching
energy means that the energy consumption of the PBC is the
same as that of the original circuit. Each curve in Fig. 20 repre-
sents the change of switching energy under a voltage domain
for probabilistic gates. For example, in Fig. 20(a), the ratio
of switching energy between the resultant PBC and the origi-
nal alu4 benchmark is 81% under 90% Cavg constraint when
0.8 V voltage domain is used for probabilistic gates. The end
points of these three curves in Fig. 20 represent the mini-
mal correctness and maximal switching energy saving that the
PBC will reach when 100% gates in the PBC are probabilis-
tic. Having all probabilistic gates in a PBC is impractical,
however, because the corresponding correctness is not always
satisfactory. Thus, we set 90% as the Cavg constraint in the
succeeding experiments.

In the second experiment, we show the ratios of probabilistic
gates and switching energy consumption of a PBC under the
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE GOLDEN, FORMULA-BASED, AND OUR

APPROACHES CONSIDERING ALL INPUT PATTERNS

Fig. 20. Relationship between switching energy consumption and correctness
constraint under (a) Cavg for alu4 and (b) Cavg for dalu.

Cavg constraint of 90% using the proposed replacement strat-
egy, as shown in Fig. 21. In each benchmark, three results
are shown for different voltage domains of probabilistic gates,
namely, 1.0 V, 0.9 V, and 0.8 V.

In Fig. 21, the gray bar and black bar represent the ratios
of the probabilistic gates and the switching energy consump-
tion of the PBCs. On average, the ratios of probabilistic gates
are 89.95%, 82.92%, and 71.84% for 1.0 V, 0.9 V, and
0.8 V, respectively. The ratios of switching energy consump-
tion are 81.67%, 68.68%, and 62.26% for 1.0 V, 0.9V V,
and 0.8 V, respectively. According to Fig. 21, we can see
that the ratio of probabilistic gates is smaller when a lower
voltage domain is adopted. This is because probabilistic gates
with lower voltage domains are more likely to be erroneous
such that the resultant PBC violates the correctness constraint
more easily. Furthermore, we can see that the switching energy
consumption of PBCs is usually smaller when probabilistic
gates are adopted in the 0.9 V or 0.8 V voltage domains. Most
results show that the 0.8 V voltage domain results in a larger

savings in switching energy saving than for 0.9 V. However,
it is not always the case, since switching energy consumption
is related to the voltage domain as well as to the number of
probabilistic gates replaced under the correctness constraint.

To address the timing issue caused by lowering the supply
voltage, the third experiment compares the delay change in the
PBCs with the original PO-aware testability-based replacement
strategy to the delay change with the timing-aware replacement
method under the 0.8 V voltage domain for probabilistic gates.

In Fig. 22, the names followed by _TA represent the results
obtained using the timing-aware method. For example, the cir-
cuit delay of the PBC sasc, as highlighted in the red box,
was about 107% of that of the original circuit after having
89% probabilistic gates under the Cavg constraint of 90% for
the 0.8 V voltage domain. On average, the circuit delays of
the PBCs for the original replacement and the timing-aware
replacement methods were about 124% and 105% of the orig-
inal circuit after having 72% and 61% probabilistic gates,
respectively.

According to Fig. 22, we can see that when more gates
are replaced with probabilistic gates, the circuit delay usually
increases; this could be up to 150% of that of the original
circuit. However, we also see that for some circuits like sim-
ple_spi, alu4, and x1, the circuit delay does not suffer much.
The circuit delay might be even smaller than the original one
due to changes in critical paths, e.g., steppermotodrive, sim-
ple_spi, i9, and i8 circuits. On the other hand, although the
timing-aware replacement method could keep the circuit delay
of PBCs close to the original circuit delay, it reduces the
number of probabilistic gates in most circuits. However, for
cht_TA or alu4_TA, as highlighted in the red boxes, circuit
delay was effectively reduced while the ratios of probabilistic
gates are almost the same. We believe that this timing suffering
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Fig. 21. Ratios of probabilistic gates and switching energy consumption in PBCs with voltage domains of 1.0 V, 0.9 V, or 0.8 V under the Cavg constraint of 90%.

Fig. 22. Ratios of circuit delay under Cavg constraint of 90%.

would be alleviated if more accurate timing models were used
in the timing-aware method. Since the timing issue is not the
major concern of this paper, here we just demonstrate the
practicability of PBC for timing-critical designs and do not
compare different timing analysis methods.

The fourth experiment shows the comparison between dif-
ferent replacement strategies. In this experiment, the adopted
voltage domain for probabilistic gates was 0.8 V, and the Cavg
constraint was 90%. Here, the ratio of probabilistic gates is
used as a measurement, i.e., a higher ratio means the corre-
sponding replacement order is better. The bar charts shown
in Fig. 23 summarize the results under the Cavg constraint
of 90%. In the figure, the light gray bars, gray bars, and
black bars represent the results from the naive replacement
strategy, testability-based replacement strategy, and PO-aware
testability-based replacement strategy, respectively. According
to Fig. 23, the testability-based replacement strategy per-
formed equal to or better than the naive replacement strategy
for all cases. On the other hand, the PO-aware testability-
based replacement strategy performed equal to or better than
testability-based replacement strategy for all cases except dalu,
as highlighted in Fig. 23, under the Cavg constraint. On aver-
age, the ratios of probabilistic gates for naive replacement
strategy, testability-based replacement strategy, and PO-aware
testability-based replacement strategy were 49.31%, 69.24%,
and 71.84%, respectively. According to these experimental
results, the proposed PO-aware testability-based replacement
strategy is a promising approach.

C. Level-Up Replacement Strategy

The final experiment shows the comparison of the PDP
of PBCs between the PO-aware testability-based replacement
strategy (two voltage domains) and the level-up replacement

strategy (more than two voltage domains). Since the circuit
delays vary with different replacement strategies, PDP is a
fair metric correlated with the energy efficiency of PBCs.

The effect of level-up structure can be clearly seen in
Fig. 24. The black and light gray bars in the figure repre-
sent the ratios of the dynamic PDP and leakage PDP of a
circuit to the total PDP of the original circuit, respectively.
The x-axis shows the benchmarks, followed by _ori, _PO,
and _level_up to distinguish the PDP of the original circuit,
of the PBC by the PO-aware testability-based replacement
strategy, and of the PBC by the level-up replacement strat-
egy, respectively. The last four bars show the average ratios,
where the last blue one shows the best ratio of the total PDP
between the PO-aware testability-based replacement strategy
and the level-up replacement strategy on average.

For example, as highlighted in the red box in Fig. 24,
when using the level-up replacement strategy, the ratios of
dynamic PDP and the leakage PDP of C1355_level_up were
50.62% and 0.35% of the total PDP of C_ori, respectively.
On average, the ratios of dynamic PDP and the leakage PDP
for the original circuit were 97.20% and 2.80%, respectively.
The ratios of dynamic PDP and the leakage PDP for the PO-
aware testability-based replacement strategy were 59.76% and
8.57%, respectively. The ratios of dynamic PDP and the leak-
age PDP for level-up replacement strategy were 62.01% and
2.53%, respectively.

According to Fig. 24, we can see that although the dynamic
PDP of the PBCs by the PO-aware testability-based replace-
ment strategy were reduced, the leakage PDP of the PBCs were
increased g reatly. By means of level-up replacement strategy,
however, the leakage PDP could be effectively reduced for
some circuits. Nevertheless, the level-up replacement might
result in larger PDP than the PO-aware testability-based
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Fig. 23. Probabilistic gate number comparison between different strategies under Cavg constraint of 90%.

Fig. 24. PDP comparison among different strategies under Cavg constraint of 90%.

replacement strategy for some circuits. Thus, to ensure to have
a PBC with a lower PDP, we choose the better result after
conducting both strategies in the flow shown in Fig. 19. In
summary, the proposed algorithm reduces PDP by an average
of 36.99% (100%–63.01%), as shown with the last blue bar in
Fig. 24, and by up to 57.52% (100%–42.48%), as highlighted
in the blue box in Fig. 24, when Cavg constraint is set to 90%.

VI. CONCLUSION

Evaluating the correctness of PBCs is a crucial procedure in
the analysis of PBCs. This paper presents a statistical approach
that accurately and efficiently evaluates the correctness of
PBCs. This paper also presents several strategies for effectively
minimizing the power consumption in PBC. The experimental
results show that the proposed power optimization flow gives
an averaged PDP saving of 36.99% under the Cavg constraint
of 90%. Using these techniques, the analysis and optimization
of PBCs become tractable and facilitate the PBC designs. Our
future work will focus on extending the proposed approaches
to sequential circuits, considering more types of probabilistic
gates in the library, and considering different correctness met-
rics. Additionally, we are going to develop an algorithm for
dealing with timing issue of PBC designs.
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